South Carolina National Guard Ramps Up Vaccine
Support after a Year of COVID-19
The South Carolina National Guard has been deployed for over 300 days supporting the
state’s COVID-19 pandemic response efforts. In South Carolina, as with the rest of the
world, there’s great urgency to distribute the COVID-19 vaccine quickly to bring an end to
the pandemic. To that purpose, the leadership and troops are supporting vaccine
administration in the state after having worked on related missions.

Read More

Resource Management Solution Released
It is a difficult task for military organizations to track equipment location, ownership and
operational status. It’s a common practice to share resources among units within a larger
command. The National Guard is one of the most involved organizations in the country.
They consistently respond to a variety of events that require a multitude of resources and
equipment to successfully complete resulting missions. Learn more about how they
successfully leveraging Resource Management solutions.
Read More

Division of US Army Forecasts COVID-19 Pandemic Peaks to
Distribute Resources with Analysis Software
The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is the permanent engineer branch
of the United States Army that has approximately 37,000 dedicated civilians and soldiers
delivering engineering services to customers in more than 130 countries. With
environmental sustainability as a guiding principle, USACE districts around the US aim to
"build strong" and strengthen the nation by constructing and managing infrastructure,
restoring the environment, and maintaining waterways.
Read More

What's new in ArcGIS Pro Intelligence
The team behind ArcGIS Pro Intelligence has been hard at work incorporating all-new
tools and capabilities to meet your investigative and intelligence needs. In the new release
you can get access to new geoprocessing tool to analyze movement data, use standalone
tables to create entity types in your link chart, find Eigenvector and PageRank metrics for
your network, leverage brand new symbols for dignitary protection and law enforcement,
and more.
Read More

FedGIS Highlight
United States Military Academy
Travel North of New York City to the
Hudson River Valley for the story of two
army colonels who helped their
installation respond to the coronavirus
pandemic armed only with their wits and
Esri Technical Certifications. That
installation is the United States Military
Academy at West Point, and their work is
ushering in a geospatial revolution across
all aspects of academy life.
Watch the video

Emerging Trends at the DGI 2021 Conference
The DGI conference is the Digital
Government Institute’s (DGI) premier
annual event, and DGI 2021 was no

exception. Hosted virtually due to the
COVID‑19 pandemic, it attracted
attendees from more than 40 countries.
Presentations were given by the world’s
leading government and commercial
geospatial experts.

See More →

An end-to-end application for Intelligence Analysts
Join our three-part webinar series on What’s new in ArcGIS Pro Intelligence. In this series,
we will demonstrate new capabilities in ArcGIS Pro that enhance support for investigations
and operations. Additionally, we will illustrate how to visualize complex relationships in
your data to reveal previously unknown connections in ArcGIS Pro Intelligence.
Register now →
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